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- Millions are fleeing war, oppression and poverty. This is a record...
- This year 2500 people died at the borders of Europe. This is caused by political choices of Europe.
- Western politics are also the cause of the wars and poverty that makes these people flee.
- We are ashamed of the way The Netherlands is treating refugees. They end up in prison, on the street or are deported. There is no proper shelter.
- There is more than enough housing and money to welcome refugees. If the richest 1% of the Dutch population would spend a tiny bit of their property, social facilities can be created.

Next to charity it is also important that we address politics. EU ministers talk about the refugee situation on September 14 and the weekend before actions to welcome refugees are organized in whole Europe.

There is enough for everyone - Refugees Welcome!

For more information: www.facebook.com/NederlandBekentKleur
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